Jember School of architecture is an educational institutions which held an architecture education in Jember. Based on author’s survey, recently Jember is a city in east java that has a growing fast housing property business. It’s absolutely need a lot of human resources especially in architecture planning. So in addition to promote architecture in jember, on the other hand there are efforts to produce human resources in the fields of architecture, this can be done through architectural education, held in this city. So that the youth of Jember City can easily learn the architecture without having to migrate to another city, although this school is also opened for student from outside of jember.

Theme of the design object is “Transformation”. meaning of transformation is a change. Reason for the selection of this theme is that the designed object is a school, a school where the function itself is to change someone who have not been able to do something to be someone who can do something. So the theme of this transformation is then applied to the design of a piece of the building showing the process of change from the usual form of the conserved buildings that have more complex designs.